
PROGEN ASSIGNMENT 3: RESEARCH PLAN AND ANALYSIS

Date:! ! 25 March 2013
Report to:! ProGen 19 Tuesday
Subject:! Record procurement for Barnes line 
Question: ! How can I best identify the  documents which are missing from the Barnes lineage that 
will lead to better verification of the lineage? 

BACKGROUND! !
Client has requested a verification of his Barnes line and the genealogical work he has done to date.  All 
his work is stored in the Ancestry.com tree site with many links to sources within Ancestry.com.  He has 
some vital records but these are not cited on his Ancestry tree.  Access to his tree has been granted to 
me. In addition, he has given me copies of his documentation that he does have.

Client recognizes that he is missing many of the “Big Four” document types and would like assistance in 
obtaining the ones he is missing.  He is most interested in his surname line.  

A reasonably exhaustive search is not possible without the inclusion of a search, and hopefully find, of 
vital records, census records, probate records and land records--the “Big Four.”1  Client feels confident in 
procuring the requisite census records. 

CONTENT ANALYSIS
Client has relied on four primary sources for his own information:
1. Papers generated by mother and grandmother
2. Other people’s ancestry trees
3. Census records
4. Some original records when they could be found on line 

Reliability:
1. Papers: Client has given me copies of the documents for my use.
2. Other people’s ancestry trees:  We have discussed the issue of 1.) how it is difficult to assess the 

quality of the ancestry trees of others and 2.) how ancestry trees can be repeated and so what looked 
like multiple verifications are really just one.  These can provide clues but cannot be relied upon.

3. Census:  census gathering is incomplete.  Client feels comfortable in gathering all the census records 
and will do so.

4. Original records:  Client has copied all original records he has found and has included them in the 
same packet as the papers of his mother and grandmother.  No probate or land records were included.

OBJECTIVE
The client has collected some census information but has not ventured outside of Ancestry.  A systemize 
approach to a Procurement Plan will provide information to obtain the next level of documentation (after 
censuses) for his lineage.  The client will then be able to build on what he knows to recognizing unreliable 
genealogy work and improve his own.

1 Others per Val D. Greenwood in his book The Researcher’s Guide to American Genealogy: newspaper, 
vital, census, probate, land, other court, church, burial and military records



WORK PLAN
1. Review the work accomplished on Ancestry.  Assess:

1.1. completeness of records, 
1.2. existing citations, 
1.3. quality of Ancestry trees and whether they included their sources and whether they were 

obtained from similar/same source
2. Review dates and places in lineage to determine if the birth, marriage and death dates and places 

seem possible (was person of the right age to have children, were any children born after death of the 
mother, etc.).  

3. Develop a Gantt chart/timeline of the lineage if needed
4. Create a Procurement Plan which identifies name of the ancestor and the status of each of the “Big 

Four” documentation types (but, only the three that are requested by the client).  If original source not 
in possession of client, include location of where the document might be found.  The following 
sources should be helpful in the identification of these locations:
4.1. The Handybook for Genealogists (own)
4.2. online catalog and search engine for FamilySearch.org
4.3. state based vital records websites

5. Recommend alternative software programs

The client’s name has been changed and the client is aware that I am using this work as a class 
assignment for ProGen.


